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Abstract. The product of interactive theorem proving in an LCF-style
prover such as the HOL system is an ML script that can be replayed as
required. This paper describes an extension to the standard HOL system
architecture whereby such replays may be executed in less time than is
currently the norm. The savings, however, depend on expensive decision
procedures being able to capture, for any input, sufficient information
about the case that it will serve as a valuable hint for subsequent repeats.
A case study is described wherein a decision procedure for BDD con-
struction was tweaked to record hints that allow replay of some HOL
proofs to be done dramatically faster.

1 Introduction

Technically, a proof in the context of an LCF-style theorem prover is just some
sequence of primitive inferences that result in the creation of an appropriate
object of abstract datatype theorem. Since this sequence (for interesting appli-
cations such as program verification and serious mathematics) is too long to be
saved (let alone inspected), the ML commands that were used to create that
proof, are used as a proxy for it. That is, when we say a proof is replayed it is
this script that is executed again.

There are three important situations where proof replay occurs.

– A script is often developed iteratively over many sessions and its structure
tends to evolve as proofs get improved and as new lemmas are found. With
each change to the foundations of a theory and each generalization of theo-
rems the script as it stands will need to be replayed. Moreover, the user is
likely to start each session, by re-executing the script that has been developed
so far.

– When any user does an installation of HOL (say) the libraries must be cre-
ated afresh by executing a large collection of such scripts.

– When a proof is received in a proof-carrying-code situation it is checked; the
whole point of such a proof is that it will be replayed by every ‘customer’.

In each of these cases the time to replay a script is an important consideration
for the user. A speed-up of just one order of magnitude makes a huge difference
to someone waiting - it slashes times expressed in minutes to times in seconds



(also hours to minutes and days to hours). In fact, we have found even greater
factors can apply.

Although many (if not most) of the ML commands in a proof script will in-
evitably take the same time during replay, interactive theorem proving in many
problem domains of interest depends on decision procedures that have expo-
nential complexity. Typically it is calls on such decision procedures that will
dominate replay time. Since one of the obstacles to more widespread adoption
of formal methods is the ready applicability of theorem-proving, we can expect
new and complex theories to be developed, with even greater dependence on
efficient automation.

A key observation that leads to the suggestion that proofs can be optimized
for replay is that they often involve search in a massive space before any actual
formal inferences need be done. If the results of this search can be captured in
some compact way then that same search need not be done next time around.

As an illustrative example, consider the case where a large search space is
covered by a binary tree that is searched breadth first to some depth, d, before
a suitable node is found and suppose the proof to be constructed is proportional
to d (the length of the path back to the root). Further, suppose the cost of
search is just one microsecond per node visited whereas the cost of constructing
proof is 10 millisecond per node on the path back to the root. Table 1 shows
the improvement we could expect with optimized replay, assuming only that the
path which is discovered can be captured as a reasonably small string of text.
In this case unoptimized replay time will be (2d + 104

× d) microseconds.

Table 1. Binary search example – replay times

Depth Unoptimized Optimized
(d) replay replay

10 11 msec 10 msec
20 1.05 secs 20 msec
30 18 mins 30 msec
40 30 hrs 40 msec

One could argue that the situation captured in the last line of Table 1 is most
unlikely to occur in practice because the user is likely to factor the problem first.
However one can easily imagine a script with several dozen invocations of this
decision procedure where the search depths were 20 or more.

One lesson to be extracted from this example is that with such speed-ups
feasible with exponential decision procedures, breadth-first search offers greater
possibilities for dramatic optimizations.



2 The Architecture

In this section we discuss an extension of the standard HOL[3] system architec-
ture. The ideas almost certainly apply to other LCF-style interactive theorem
provers but it is left to the reader to adapt the mechanism appropriately.

The aim is to support decision procedures written in the style of a memo

function1. The big distinction is that a decision procedure cannot work by just
remembering the theorem that it returned previously, since that would avoid
the proof activity that is its raison d’être. Rather it should commit to memory
information that will make redoing the proof of the theorem much faster.

Because a typical memo function stores previous mappings in local variables
such information is lost when the enclosing session ends. We don’t just need a
persistent database either, since the replay may be done by a distinct user on a
different platform at a different time.

The memory mechanism proposed in this paper that supports optimized
replay of proof scripts is termed a hints file. Such a file will accompany each
proof script that contains calls on a decision procedure that can use it. Here are
the rules for this ‘memory device’:

– If there is no hints file (not even an empty one) then no attempt to optimize
is appropriate.

– If the input for a call to a decision procedure matches an entry in the hints
file that accompanies the proof script then there is useful information in that
entry.

– Otherwise, the decision procedure may add a mapping to the hints file to
allow for speedup when this case re-occurs during replay.

Naturally, when a proof is replayed (such as in the case of proof-carrying
code) there will be a significant overhead in accessing the hints file so that it
is incumbent on the author of a decision procedure to avoid this mechanism if
expected savings are outweighed by the cost of finding the hint and reading it
in.

Since it is possible that a single proof script may contain invocations of
multiple decision procedures that utilize the hints file, it is imperative that the
association of input with hint must be decorated with other information that
identifies which decision procedure produced (and will reuse) the hint.

On the basis of the above discussion, the reader might well conclude that
an associative memory is the natural mechanism for implementing the hints
file. It is certainly one possibility but that level of generality may be overkill.
Implementing a true associative memory as a sequential file requires an initial
index (probably a hash table) and the ability to randomly access the string data
that follows. Since the hints file gets accessed sequentially on replay, in tandem

1 “A memo function remembers which arguments it has been called with and if called
with the same arguments again it will simply return the result from its memory
rather than recalculating it.” – FOLDOC (Free On-Line Dictionary of Computing),
URL: www.etext.org/Quartz/computer/internet/dictionary.gz



with the proof script, a scheme that keeps hints in the order that they will be
needed should be more efficient.

In the experiment described in the next section a simple sequentially accessed
text file was used as the hints file. Because the focus of the project was simply
to measure savings on replay, a hints file was written on one run and read on the
next one. If our aim is to ship a hints file with proof script in the case of proof
carrying code, that model of operation can work. However, in other settings
where this architecture might be used, proof scripts can evolve and we can get
hints in the file that need to be garbage collected. This is clearly the subject of
further design experiments.

3 BDD Construction – A Case Study

A BDD (Binary Decision Diagram) can be thought of as the dag representation
of a truth table for a propositional formula. The two BDDs shown in Figure 1
both represent the same propositional formula, (a∨ b)∧ (c∨ d) but the order of
the variables is different; it is [a → b → c → d] in the first but [d → a → c → b]
in the second.

In every path though a BDD the variables appear in the same order; this is
just as it is for all the rows of a truth table. This constraint is adopted so that
every propositional formula has a canonical representation, for each variable
ordering.
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Fig. 1. Equivalent BDDs – same formula, different variable order

BDDs have wide application in hardware and software verification and con-
sequently have been given serious attention in the world of higher order logic
theorem proving. Harrison[4] made a three-way comparison of constructing a
BDD deductively in HOL, using SML as the language and a C implementation.
Gordon[2] interfaced the widely used BuDDy system to HOL to act as a BDD
construction oracle; in this system theorems proved using BDDs therefore are
tagged to indicate that they are dependent on this oracle.



A principal goal of any useful BDD construction algorithm is to choose a
variable order that minimizes the number of nodes in the BDD. It has been
observed that starting with a good order can reduce the running time of some
BDD constructions by several orders of magnitude.

There are thus two obvious possibilities for the hint to speed up BDD con-
struction on replay. We could use the variable order found on the first run as the
starting point in replay or we could use the whole BDD produced. The variable
order is textually compact; the BDD in the cases that matter is likely to be too
large.

Barthwal, in her BSc honours thesis[1] explored in detail the option of us-
ing variable order as the hint for optimizing replay of the BDD construction
algorithm as it might be invoked in decision procedures for tautology testing or
equivalence of formulae.

3.1 Experimental Design

In this case study the BuDDy BDD engine was used to translate propositional
formulae to their BDD representation in HOL. Comparisons were made of the
performances of the algorithm in the absence of hints and on replay with a
variable order specified.

The quantities measured were elapsed time and the number of nodes in the
generated BDD. Various knobs that a BuDDy user can twiddle to aid perfor-
mance, such as nodetable size and cache size, were set to recommended values.

There are two ways that BuDDy can be invoked to achieve an answer that
hopefully has a good variable order. The build process can be invoked (possibly
using a given order of variables) and the result can then be reduced using one
of a number of reordering algorithms. Alternatively, reordering can be invoked
automatically during the build process. The case study explored both options
for the initial BDD build. Of course, on replay no reordering is done since the
variable order from the hints file should be maintained.

The main choice that the user must make is that of reordering algorithm. In
the experiment, all the five built-in ones were used to see if that choice might
make a significant difference to the results. One of the five, providing a random
reordering of variables, is part of BuDDy for testing purposes but provides a
useful reference. The four smarter algorithms are called Sift, Siftite, Win2

and Win2ite.

3.2 Test Data

John Harrison has produced a few little OCAML programs that generate families
of tautologies. These programs, modified to produce HOL formulae, are described
in Table 2. The upper limits on the number of variables were based on the
practical limits of memory and time; runs exceeding 1 day were aborted.



Table 2. The Harrison Problem Set

Name Description Number of
variables

Adder Equivalence problems for Carry-Select 11-102
vs Ripple-Carry adders

Mult Equivalence problems for Carry-Select 16-138
vs Ripple-Carry multipliers

Prime Primality testing hardware 3-99

Ramsey Formulae encoding assertion R(s, t) < n 1-46
for the Ramsey number R(s, t)

3.3 Highlights from Results

For any input formula, there is a baseline time of interest, τb; it is the time
taken for the formula to be translated to a BDD without auto-reordering or
subsequent reordering. Naturally, it costs more to do a subsequent reduction of
the BDD produced by BDD Build. In fact, the penalty for doing such reordering
is significant. For many big tests it was greater than 10 × τb.

Of greater interest is the fact that, in most cases2, auto-reorder also caused
a slowdown. Again, there were cases where the slowdown was an order of mag-
nitude.

The lesson to be drawn from these results is that there may be a substantial
cost involved in optimizing the BDD in order to create a good hint.

In spite of the significant cost of finding a suitable variable ordering to record
as a hint there were large savings to be made. The best stories to report are:

– the BDDs corresponding to the largest of the adders tested could be con-
structed in one hundredth the time if given the hint and if using the Sift

or the Siftite reordering algorithms.

– the BDDs corresponding to the largest of the multipliers tested could be
constructed in one fiftieth the time if given the hint and if using the Sift or
the Siftite reordering.

– The shape of the curves suggests that greater savings are likely if the sizes
of the adders were to grow.

On the other hand, there were disappointing results:

– constructing the BDDs corresponding to the primality, the non-primality
and Ramsey tests actually took longer in the presence of the hints file.

Clearly the lesson here is that whether or not to use the hints file architecture
depends on the domain in question.

2 The only case in which auto-reorder sped up BDD construction was with the Adder
tests involving large numbers of nodes.



4 Other Common Decision Procedures

Much of the progress made in theorem proving has depended on the discovery
of decision procedures for areas of mathematics and computer science. Indeed,
many of the HOL system libraries depend on them. Moreover, improving the
uptake of formal methods in software engineering (where verifiability is greatly
to be valued) is clearly dependent on achieving a degree of automation that
enables reasoning about specifications, designs and programs to be done at a
higher level than is currently the case. In this context, better automation really
implies better theories of real world domains and better decision procedures for
those theories.

Who can say whether our replay architecture will be a boon in new applica-
tion domains but we are allowing for the possibility that it will. In this section
we ask the question, for each of several decision procedures, “Could this function
perform much better on some arguments in the presence of hints and will such
improvement in speed, considering overheads, result in better performance on
replay for proof scripts that utilize the hints file?”

4.1 Satisfiability

SAT solvers are very important decision procedures mainly because they can
be applied in many different application areas. They make an ideal target for
optimization because verifying that a substitution satisfies a formula takes time
proportional to the length of that formula, whereas the complexity of finding
such a mapping is exponential in the number of variables.

The hint that would be saved for replay is, of course, the substitution.
It might be argued that this decision procedure does not provide much sup-

port for the idea of the hints file since a user can take the output of the SAT
solver and textually insert it into the script as a suitable witness. One downside
of doing that is that it makes the proof script a bit less readable; but it also
makes the proof more fragile in the sense that if changes are subsequently made
to the script upstream then the proof script might break because the formula to
be satisfied may have changed. Being more automatic, a system using a hints
file can adapt to the change in the proof.

A bigger problem with the suggestion of explicitly including the output of
the SAT solver in the proof script is that the satisfiability decision procedure
may be being called by some other decision procedure. In this case, the hints file
provides the memo-ization that is hard for the user to duplicate.

4.2 Tautology Checking

Although BDDs are sometimes the method of choice for checking tautologies3,
St̊almarck’s algorithm as implemented by Harrison [5] has the advantage of gen-
erating an untagged theorem in HOL. Two matters that require experimentation

3 especially if there are other uses for BDDs in the same project



are whether it is faster, even if the user is prepared to trust BuDDy, and whether
it could be factored into a search phase and a proving phase connected by a pipe
that carries a fairly small amount of information. The authors’ guess is that the
latter is not the case and so is not a candidate for proof optimization using the
hints file mechanism.

4.3 First order logic

Decision procedures for first order logic are another very good fit for the hints
architecture we propose. Such procedures typically spend a great deal of time
exploring widely branching inference trees. Existing first order decision proce-
dures in Isabelle and HOL (resolution, model elimination and tableau methods)
all use the technique of performing this search outside the logic, performing only
the successful chain of inferences in the trusted kernel. This provides a great deal
of efficiency in itself. The hints architecture would further cache information to
allow this chain to be recreated efficiently on replay.

One obvious implementation of the hints file would be to simply store a di-
rect encoding of the primitive inferences themselves. Such a format need not
be excessively verbose because the implementations of these decision procedures
use a relatively narrow set of inferences, in very constrained ways. Indeed, be-
cause such an encoding is generated by the tool performing the search, the hints
implementation may be little more than writing it to disk.

4.4 Arithmetic

Any method for finding satisfying assignments to systems of linear inequalities
can clearly be augmented with a hints file where satisfying assignments exist.
Additionally, when a method such as the Fourier-Motzkin technique finds that a
system of inequalities is unsatisfiable, much of its work consists of enumerating
consequences of the initial system. Only one of these consequences needs to be
false for the system to be unsatisfiable, and again only the chain of inferences
leading to this particular consequence needs to be performed by the trusted
kernel.

As in the case of first order logic, existing implementations of these proce-
dures in LCF-style systems perform the search for a refutation (or satisfying
assignment) outside the logic, and then replay only those inferences absolutely
necessary. Again, the hints architecture for this application could simply store
an encoding of the proof.

5 Discussion

In this paper we have shown that in one significant case study the judicious use
of a hints file can help a decision procedure cause invocations of itself on replay
to be much faster than if the hints were unavailable. We have also suggested
that in other cases the same dramatic increase in efficiency might be realized.



The fact that the provision of hints will make proof replay go faster prompts
us to ask where the hints should go. Moreover, since an obvious place in many
circumstances is the proof script itself, it begs the question of why go to the
trouble of managing a companion file to the proof script.

We have argued above, in the case study, that there are problems of making
the proof script less readable and less maintainable. These objections apply in
general. One would hardly argue that the code of a program in a higher level
language should be cluttered with automatically derivable optimization hints to
make subsequent compilation more efficient.

5.1 Library Optimization

With current HOL system distribution, the replay of the proofs that make the
theory library is not as time consuming for a user as it was a few years ago when
it took a large fraction of a day. That is because the great increase in machine
speed more than matches the relatively small increase in library complexity in
that time. Although we are yet to see the demise of Moore’s law, it would be
defeatist to not allow for the possibility that a dramatic upturn in the acceptance
of formal methods and the consequent expansion of the library support that
should be shipped with HOL.

On the other hand, it doesn’t actually follow that even with lots more invo-
cations of decision procedures, the hints file architecture will provide such large
savings in a library build. The question is complicated by the fact that in the fu-
ture we expect to be able to prove the code for decision procedures to be correct,
allowing theorem creation after search without requiring constructing a primi-
tive proof. The elimination of the base proof construction obligation would make
many library proof scripts more efficient (although the proofs of correctness of
those proof procedures would have to be added to the library).

5.2 Program Verification

The higher order logic community perpetually believes that respectability for
formal program verification is just around the corner. In fact, the growth of web
technologies may engender acceptance of proof as the best form of guarantee
to affix to code. In such a future world, the proofs sought will be ones that are
inexpensive to transmit and check.

It’s hard to even talk about what improvements would be made using self-
conscious decision procedures in program verification without mounting a serious
project in this area. On the other hand this is the area that optimizaton for proof
carrying code depends on.

Homeier [6] has a verification condition generator that can be used to generate
VCs in higher order logic. It seems like this tool presents an ideal opportunity
to explore the extent to which optimization for replay can be expected to reduce
the time taken to check a code-carried proof.



6 Conclusion

In this paper we have asserted that, at least in the case of the HOL system,
extending the architecture to allow for hints files will enable faster replay of
proof scripts. We suggest that the idea can also be adapted to other interactive
theorem provers that might be part of the infrastructure for checking proof
carrying code.

The empirical evidence for the claim was found in the many results produced
in a systematic study of the BuDDy package as it is distributed with HOL. It was
found that decision procedures that make use of BDDs can have a win if they
use the hints file to record a ‘good’ variable ordering in limited circumstances:

– The size of the problem should not be too small or else the overhead of
consulting a file is greater than the benefit that might flow from use of the
hint.

– The decision procedure must be advised that the set of likely inputs are from
a domain where savings are to had.

– The variable reordering algorithm adopted must be also appropriate to the
domain.

The main conclusion that we draw at this point is that the idea is good but
several more case studies need to be done to make the picture clearer and the
case stronger.
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